We present two different paradoxes related to the length contraction in special relativity and explain their resolution.
differently by different observers and provides legitimacy for the different measurements of the length (or time interval) as being the "actual" length or time that each observer measures.
In this paper, we present two thought experiments that at first sight appear different from each other, but are both explained with very similar reasonings. We hope that these two Gedanken experiments and their explanations will help undergraduate students to develop a deeper understanding of the subject and train them to transfer this knowledge to other paradoxes in the area of relativity, or in other branches of learning.
In the first thought experiment, we have a battery that has a length d in its rest frame. The positive and the negative ends of the battery are connected to two metallic hooks that help it hang from a rail. This rail is mostly non-conducting, except for a patch of length d (in the rail's frame), where a piece of copper has been inserted. The battery moves on this rail at high speed. The positive and negative terminals of the battery are always in contact with the rail. However, due to the non-conductivity, the battery does not short-circuit. The question is: What would happen when the battery passes over the conducting part of the rail. According to a linesman in the rail's frame, the battery is shorter than the rail and hence should get short-circuited as it passes over the patch. However, an observer riding with the battery sees the patch to be shorter in length than the battery and hence there is no reason for a short-circuit. Who is correct?
As the second problem, we consider a modified version of the well known "Pole (or Ladder) and Barn" paradox. We have a fly sitting at the front end of a pole whose rest length is L. The pole is moving towards a barn whose length in its own frame is also L. The barn has two sliding doors. Each door opens as soon as the pole reaches a door and it closes as soon as the rear end of the pole crosses it. Incidentally, this fly suffers from aschluophobia, i.e., fear of darkness. It cannot survive in the dark. However, the fly is not afraid of going through the barn as it knows that the pole, being larger than the barn from the fly's perspective, can never fit inside the barn and the front end of the barn will remain open as long as the fly is inside the barn. As a result, it will not experience total darkness, and hence, will survive the travel through the short tunnel (barn) with opening and closing doors. However, for a farmer in the barn the pole is much shorter than the barn. He would see the front door close as soon as the the rear end of the pole crosses it. Since the second door is yet to open, albeit for a very short time, the pole will be completely inside the barn with both doors closed and hence the fly should experience darkness. Thus, the farmer does not expect the fly to survive the ordeal and thinks that it should be dead when the pole emerges from the barn. Who is correct?
Analysis of the battery-train:
Let us consider the battery paradox first. A battery-train is sliding along a non-conducting rail so that its terminal posts are always in contact with the rail. The following two figures respectively describe the perspectives of a man, at rest with the rail, and the engineer of the battery-train moving with respect to the rail with speed v. The length of the battery-train in its frame is d. There is one section of the rail that is copper section in the rail, since he finds that when he sets the battery on the rail in motion, the terminals are able to straddle the copper section so that there is no short-circuit. His friend on the ground is still worried -he says that as the battery moves faster along the rail, the distance between the terminals will decrease allowing both to make contact with the copper section, resulting in a short circuit. The chief engineer retorts that in the battery's frame, the copper section will be even shorter so there can be no short circuit as shown The chief engineer is right! Let us see why there is no short circuit in the rail's frame either. Just to be safe, we will assume that we have a closed loop in a frame if the length of the battery is equal or less than that of the conducting piece. In the rail's frame the speed of the battery is v, which is obviously always greater than zero. Let us define β = v/c, a dimensionless measure for the speed and γ =
, a ubiquitous factor of special relativity. The distance between the terminals of the battery in this frame is d/γ. The amount of time in this frame that both terminals will be in contact with the copper section is
As shown in Fig. (1) , the positive terminal contacts the copper section first, followed by the negative terminal.
A circuit is not made until the negative terminal reaches the copper section, at which time the information that the negative terminal is now on the copper section must reach the forward (positive) terminal in order for the circuit to be completed. The fastest this information can travel is c and it must reach the forward terminal within the time ∆t (that is, while the forward terminal is still on the copper).
But during this time, the battery will have moved forward a distance v ∆t. So, for circuit to be shorted, we must have
i.e., after substituting for the value of ∆t,
This implies that we must have
Which then implies that
which is impossible since we assumed v > 0 and so β > 0. Hence there will not be a short circuit from the perspective of the railman either.
Modified version of the "Pole (or Ladder) and Barn" paradox:
Now, let us visit our second paradox. As the pole approaches the barn, the farmer in the barn sees the pole to have a shorter length than the barn, as shown in Fig. (3) . We assume that well collimated light is coming Fig. (4) . As mentioned earlier, the fly is sure that it will survive Since the fly cannot remain alive in one frame and be dead in the other, let us analyze this problem from the perspective of the farmer. As shown in Fig. (3) , the photons are coming from the left, we need to see whether the photon density at the location of fly ever reduces to zero. From the farmer's perspective, the lengths of the barn and the pole are L and L/γ respectively. After the pole crosses the front door and the door closes, the pole keeps moving inside the barn for the duration of ∆t =
. During this time, both doors remain closed and the pole is completely inside the barn, and hence, this is the crucial period during which the fly could potentially die unless it can be shown that the photon density seen by the fly would remain non-zero. It is important to note that we are using darkness as a local concept and not globally defined for all points inside the barn. Photons coming from the left cease to enter the barn as soon as the front door is closed and these photons keep moving away from the front door with speed c.
Pole or Ladder Barn
The fly is about to enter the barn But, β is just the ratio of the speed of the pole and the speed of light and is always restricted to the domain 0 ≤ β < 1. Thus, for all non-zero values of the speed v, the fly will survive the travel through the barn.
Conclusion: Thus, we presented two perplexing examples of length contraction. Both examples are built by adding additional structures to the well known Pole and Barn paradox. Explanation of both paradoxes requires a very similar reasoning, which is not unexpected, as both examples can be shown to be mathematically isomorphic to each other. One of the main features of these examples is that their resolution requires that the speed of propagation of all interactions be limited by the speed of light, a major tenet of the special theory of relativity. We feel that these types of paradoxical problems and their explanations provide excellent paradigms for instruction in special relativity.
